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382a Monday, February 17, 2014elucidate the distinct roles of different GABAAR isoforms within a neural
circuit, tools allowing precise and specific control over the target receptors
are required. Here we present a series of light-regulated GABAA receptors
(LiGABARs) for studying different GABAAR a-isoforms in the nervous sys-
tem. Each a-subunit of the LiGABAR is installed a photo-switchable antag-
onist near the GABA-binding pocket. The installed antagonist, which
contains an azobenzene core, reversibly isomerizes to trans and cis configu-
rations in response to 500-nm and 380-nm lights, respectively. This photoi-
somerization allows lights to turn off and restore the receptor activity by
advancing and withdrawing the antagonist. LiGABARs can be employed
in neurons to enable optical control of neural inhibition. For instance, in
cortical neurons containing a1-LiGABAR, light switching can cause a
~60% change in the amplitude of the evoked inhibitory postsynaptic current.
The target specificity and the spatiotemporal precision offered by optical
control make LiGABARs a promising toolset for in-depth investigations of
GABAergic transmission.
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Optical control of voltage-gated ion channels offers a potentially flexible and
inexpensive alternative to patch clamp systems in large-scale compound library
characterization. Toward this end, we have engineered HEK293 cells to express
a multi-component system conferring precise iterative control over heterolo-
gously expressed sodium channels including Nav1.5 and Nav1.7. In combina-
tion with sodium channels, balanced expression of an inwardly-rectifying
potassium channel plus the Light-gated Glutamate Receptor (LiGluR) has
yielded cell lines that maintain resting potentials around 90 mV and can be
rapidly depolarized and repolarized via exposure to millisecond 390 nm and
490 nm light pulses, respectively. Prolonged incremental depolarizations in
response to varying 390 nm light pulse duration are also possible due to the
‘‘latching’’ property of LiGluR in the presence of concanavlin A, enabling a
range of sodium channel assay modes. Here, we demonstrate light-controlled
protocols capable of discriminating among closed-state, inactivated-state, and
use-dependent sodium channel inhibitors, and illustrate the use of voltage-
step control in measuring channel voltage gating. We also present progress to-
ward pairing these cell lines with voltage-sensitive dyes and extracellular field
recording methods compatible with prospective or modified multiwell instru-
mentation systems.
Supported by NIH grant R44 GM087755.
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Genetically encoded voltage indicators can be used to optically monitor elec-
trical activity from genetically distinct populations of neurons. Recent re-
ports have demonstrated that the FP voltage sensor ArcLight can be used
to study intact neural circuits in Drosophila and C. elegans. The first goal
of the present study was to evaluate ArcLight as a reporter of electrical ac-
tivity in the in vivo mouse olfactory bulb using wide-field and 2-photon im-
aging. The second goal was to selectively target ArcLight to mitral/tufted
cells to record the output response of the olfactory bulb. In one set of exper-
iments, an AAV1 vector was used to express ArcLight in the mouse olfactory
bulb. In another set of experiments, a floxed version of the AAV1 vector was
used in Pcdh21-Cre transgenic mice to selectively target mitral/tufted cells.
Odors were presented at different durations and concentrations and the re-
sulting patterns of activation were imaged. ArcLight had sufficient signal
size to detect odor evoked responses in single trials using wide-field or
2-photon imaging. Wide-field recordings revealed that ArcLight but not
GCaMP3 had sufficient temporal kinetics to clearly distinguish activity eli-
cited by individual breaths of an odor. ArcLight was successfully targeted
to mitral/tufted cells using Cre-Lox recombination, and odor-evoked signals
were measured. The results indicate that ArcLight can be used to monitor
electrical activity of genetically distinct cell types in an in vivo mammalian
preparation.
Supported by: US NIH Grants DC005259, Grant WCI 2009-003 from the
National Research Foundation of Korea, a James Hudson Brown - AlexanderBrown Coxe Fellowship from Yale University, and a Ruth L. Kirschstein
National Research Service Award F32DC012981-01A1.
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Fluorescent proteins have been widely used for imaging while other light-
absorbing domains have been used for optical control of protein localization
or activity. We recently discovered that a tetrameric variant of the photo-
chromic green fluorescent protein Dronpa exhibits light-mediated dissociation
and association, and demonstrated that fluorescent proteins can also be used for
reversible optical control of protein activity. We also developed a general
design for fluorescent light-inducible proteins (FLiPs) in which a protein
domain of interest is fused to two copies of Dronpa (one on each end), so
that formation of the Dronpa tetramer occludes the domain of interest at base-
line. To simplify the design, we now aim to develop a dimeric form of Dronpa
that also exhibits light-mediated dissociation and association. Through
structure-guided rational mutagenesis, we have created two dimeric mutants
that show robust light-mediated dissociation and reassociation. We compare
dimeric and tetrameric forms of Dronpa in photoswitching kinetics and in per-
formance in optical control of protein activity. Using biochemical assays, we
also confirm that protein domains of interest within FLiP constructs are
occluded from their interaction partners in the pre-illuminated state and this oc-
clusion is relieved by illumination. Our light-regulated Dronpa dimer confirms
the utility of fluorescent proteins as optical control elements and the mechanism
of action of the FLiP design.
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Using the temperature sensitive of the fluorescence of GFP, we record the local
temperature inside magnetotactic bacteria. These bacteria use magnetosomes -
membrane and protein enclosed magnetite crystals - for navigating along the
earth magnetic field lines. Upon purification, suspensions of magnetosomes
are found to be highly effective heaters while subject to radio frequency mag-
netic field, yielding larger Specific Absorption Rates (SAR) than most of the
common ferrofluids, making magnetosomes ideal candidate for application
in magnetic field induced cell stimulation or hyperthermia cancer treatment.
In the wild-type bacteria the magnetosomes are aligned in well-ordered chains,
but mutants are available with different spatial arrangement or crystal size. We
demonstrate that GFP fused to a magnetosome protein MamC may function as
a molecular-scale temperature probe, and show that wild type magnetosomes
raise the local temperature around the magnetosome membrane significantly,
upon application of radio frequency magnetic field. The heating is confined
to the vicinity of the magnetosomes, as the mutant strain producing the
same magnetosomes but expressing a cytosolic GFP does not show heating
of the entire cytosol. This approach enables us to study the effect of different
spatial arrangement and nano-crystal size on the RF magnetic field induced
heating directly in the individual bacteria, and to screen for more efficiently
heating mutations. Finite element simulation is performed to understand the
relation between spatial arrangement of magnetosomes and their heating
efficiency.
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Optogenetic methods have contributed substantially to the experimental
analysis of neural function and behavior. In the nematode Caenorhabditis
elegans, a commonly used model organism for studying neural circuits,
optogenetic stimulation of several neuromuscular networks has induced iden-
tical behavioral responses to those resulting from mechanical stimulation.
This has lead to the acceptance of optogenetic methods as physiologically
relevant stimuli. Despite the similarities in macroscopic phenomenology,
